
Techno Managers potential contribution to State/Nation development 

Promoting mutual understanding and increasing interaction between the people 

of different states and UTs is one of the important objectives of Ek Bharat 

Shrestha Bharat. Such mutual understandings commence when a harmonious 

environment is created for participants to share their experiences, reflections, and 

realizations with others. Our students at NITIE shared their experiences, 

reflections, and realizations in English, Hindi, Marathi and Odiya language. With 

the intention of reciprocating reflections in many more languages, they presented 

their engineering values. We trust that the Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat initiative 

would be even more productive and stronger by sharing reflections. Thus, the 

National Institute of Industrial Engineering students contributed their bit with the 

ideation of nation-building through their techno-managerial skills.   

Realizing our potential and deciding our future creates opportunities to be 

independent and celebrate independence. While we conducted real events, we 

also celebrated Independence Day virtually with students who could not be 

physically present on the grounds of COVID-19 constraints. Thus, on the 

auspicious occasion of Independence Day, NITIE EBSB Club organized an event 

on “Techno Managers potential contribution to State/Nation development”.  

We received entries from the students that were further collated and presented in 

a YouTube video. The video is attached along with this report. Please see the link 

at https://youtu.be/ZPtW6akN0ns  

The video was also uploaded to the Institute’s social media handle. The students 

acknowledged that learning of supply chain, operations, production, and 

management can be extended in regional languages and could be used as a 

resource for the upliftment of society. Therefore, we invited volunteers who 

wished to work in this space and support us in our journey of creating an 

environment of sharing experiences, reflections, and realizations with others. In 

the future, we would continue with this activity to collate realizations in several 

Indian languages that would foster the integration of techno-managers in the 

various facets of societal and community development.  
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